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ESG100 Report 2023

Investment-grade disclosures:

Are Scandinavian companies 

prepared for the ESRS?



What is the ESG100 report?

Does the company provide accurate, clear 

and relevant ESG data and information? 

• 100 largest listed companies in Denmark, 

Sweden, and Norway, respectively

• Examines ESG reporting, not 

performance

• Published since 2017 in Oslo, this year 

marks the sixth edition



About Position Green

Position Green is a pure play sustainability partner with

the technology and expertise to drive positive impact.

Employees

300+

Clients worldwide

500+

Locations across the Nordics, UK, 

Benelux and US

10



ESG100 methodology

All data from publicly available reports

ESRS readiness: 68 disclosures from ESRS

ESG100 rankings: 85 disclosures from ESRS and best practice reporting criteria

Methodology quality assured by Columbia University & KLP

Independent analysis by Sustainergies in Sweden

Bio-

diversity
Business 

conduct

Climate 

change
Own

workforce
General

ESRS 2 ESRS E1 ESRS E4 ESRS S1 ESRS G1



Highlights

Danish companies are least prepared for the ESRS, on average

More companies are linking executive pay to ESG targets

Most companies have committed to net-zero, but few have robust plans 

Few companies provide data on their gender pay gap or CEO pay ratio

Denmark leads the way on responsible tax commitments



Key findings

ESRS readiness



Gap by country

Danish companies are least prepared on average: results skewed by smallest 50 companies

ESRS readiness

45%
63% 65%

55%
38% 35%

SwedenNorwayDenmark

71%

47%

29%
53%

TechnologyBasic 

Materials

By industry
Best & worst

66%

31%

34%

69%

Largest 50 Smallest 50
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Key findings

General disclosures



Linking pay to emissions

Danish companies more likely to link pay to emissions targets

More companies are linking executive pay to ESG targets

Smallest 50Largest 50

8%

58%

13%
11%

20%

Linked to emissions target

SwedenNorwayDenmark

Smaller companies don’t link pay

All companies

25%

36%

20222023

Linking pay to ESG

All companies



Key findings

Environment



But only 41% have a climate transition plan in place to achieve it

Most companies have committed to net-zero emissions

50%

Scope 3

69%

Key elements of a credible climate transition plan

All countriesDenmark

33%

62%

41%

15%

Disclose 

spending

Link 

executive pay

32%

13%

28%

20%

45%

Transition planCommited to

net-zero

9%

Science-based

Baseline



But scope and ambition of pledges vary, reflecting early stage of reporting requirements

Nature is rising on the corporate ESG agenda

18% 19%

30%

Nature targets

29%

46%

Nature policy

9%

Reports impacts

Fewer Danish companies have nature commitments Have climate policy

69%65%

Climate 

change policy

All countriesDenmark



Key findings

Social



Few companies provide data on their gender pay gap or CEO pay ratio

Scandinavian egalitarianism does not extend to pay gaps

31%
53%

25%

NorwayDenmark Sweden

41%
22%

13%

NorwayDenmark Sweden

More Danish companies disclose 

their CEO pay ratio
Reporting of gender pay gap

ReportsDid not report



Key findings

Governance



Responsible tax commitments

Denmark leads the way on responsible tax commitments 

Investors should seek greater transparency on lobbying & political activities

59%

30%
41%

Denmark SwedenNorway

21% 18%

SwedenNorwayDenmark

6%

Disclosures on lobbying & political 

activities

ReportedDid not report



Company rankings



What do the ESG100 grades mean?

Companies scored on 85 questions from ESRS & best-practice ESG reporting



Overall rankings by country

Denmark Norway Sweden

Danish results are lower overall, skewed by small companies



Ratings: Denmark



What the ESRS means for IR



‘Listed SMEs’

EU-domiciled companies satisfying 

at least two of the following three 

criteria: 

✓ Net revenue > 40m€ /yr

✓ Book value of assets > 20m€

✓ Employees > 250

‘Large Undertakings’ ‘Material non-EU 

companies’

Non-EU domiciled entities 

with at least one subsidiary 

or branch located in the EU 

with revenue > 150m€

‘Legacy Businesses’

Undertakings already

subject to the Non-Financial 

Reporting Directive 

(reporting on 2024 data)

– Results from fiscal year 2024 –

– Report published in 2025 – 

ESRS will apply to over 50,000 companies in the EU

June 

2023

EU to adopt 

ESRS

as legislation

EU-domiciled companies 

that do not satisfy at least 2 

of the 3 criteria to be 

considered a “large 

undertaking” but are listed 

on an EU exchange.

Reporting 

Period1 2023 2025 2026 20272024 2028

(1) Note that reporting year indicates the year from which the results and data are realized. Publication of the report will typically occur in the calendar year after the reporting year. 

Also captures approx. 10,000 companies in UK, US and elsewhere



The principle of double materiality underpins the ESRS

Company

Impacts the company has on 

the environment and people 

(affected stakeholders)

Impact Materiality

Financial Materiality

Risks and opportunities

impacting financial 

and market position

of the company

People &

The 

Environment

‘Outside-in’

‘Inside-out’

Examining sustainability matters 

in two dimensions of materiality:

Classifying each sustainability matter 

against these two dimensions



Five-step process for DMA: IR must be part of the process

ESRS

Research

Identification of 

sustainability matters

Pre-screen of sustainability 

matters irrelevant for industry

Relevancy 

assessment

Impacts, Risks & 

Opportunities

Gross list

Materiality assessment

Assessment 

workshop

Material 

topics

+
Explanations

Process 

description

Non-material 

sustainability matters

+ 
Explanations

Screen out sustainability 

matters based on analysis

IRO

Analysis

Documentation

Client value-chain

& business model



Stakeholder engagement is mandatory

The ESRS defines two types of stakeholders: IR is the gatekeeper to group 2

● Employees

● Suppliers

● Affected communities

● Consumers / End-users

Affected stakeholders1

Engagement is central 

to the DMA → 

identifying and 

assessing impacts

Select Interview
Follow-on

Survey

● Owners / investors
● Banks / Lenders
● Regulators
● Insurers

Users of sustainability statements2

Optional to the assessment 

→ Provide input and 

feedback to impacts, risks 

and opportunities

Optional to the assessment → Provides input and feedback to IRO 

Identify impacts/ risks / opportunities Assess identified impacts, risks, opportunitiesActivate internal SMEs and networks. 

Consider the stakeholders themselves, 

representatives, experts or studies.

Process should have IR perspective on users of sustainability statements



Assessing financial

materiality 
Company risk and opportunity stemming from 

environmental, social and governance matters.

Evaluated on the basis of:  

● Likelihood of occurrence

● The size of the potential financial effects

Considerations

● Risks and opportunities shall be considered in short, 

medium and long-term time-horizons

● Align methodology and thresholds with Enterprise Risk 

Management (ERM) processes if possible  

● A sustainability matter is material from a financial 

perspective if it triggers or may trigger material financial 

effects on the company’s

 

➢ cash flows

➢ development

➢ performance

➢ position

➢ cost of capital

➢ access to finance 



Example: Assessing the Scope 1 GHG emissions from a manufacturing company 

Impact

● Impact on climate change due to high Scope 1 

emissions from company’s operations based on 

assessment of scale, scope, irremediability and 

likelihood 

○ Scale: High gravity of impact from heavy 

emitting business operations

○ Scope: Wide scope as climate change 

has a global impact

○ Irremediability: Currently highly costly to 

remove GHG emissions once in the 

atmosphere

○ Likelihood: Effectively 100% since the 

impact is an actual ongoing impact

Financial effect

● Financial risk of carbon pricing identified based on 

assessment of likelihood and size of financial effect

○ High likelihood of rising price of carbon in EU 

○ Medium magnitude of size of potential financial 

effects due to increased cost 

● Assessed as material risk and classified as a ‘major’ risk 

within the company’s ERM thresholds



Impact of the ESRS on the annual report
Non-binding illustration from ESRS 1; company with E1, S1 and G1 material topics

GENERAL 

INFORMATION

ESRS 2 General disclosures

• Specific topical DR from 

topical ESRS 

• Incl. DMA process

• Additional DR from sector 

specific ESRS 

Plus mandatory:

• Due diligence table

• Full list of DRs

• PAI table (other EU 

regulations)

ENVIRONMENTAL 

INFORMATION

Taxonomy disclosures

ESRS E1 Climate change

 

• IRO management and 

metrics and targets DR 

from ESRS E1 Additional 

• DR from sector specific 

ESRS

• Potential additional entity 

specific information 

GOVERNANCE 

INFORMATION

ESRS G1 Business conduct 

• IRO management and 

metrics and targets 

• DR from ESRS G1 

• Additional DR from sector 

specific ESRS

• Potential additional entity 

specific information 

SOCIAL 

INFORMATION

ESRS S1 Own workforce 

• IRO management and 

Metrics and targets DR 

from ESRS S1 

• Additional DR from sector 

specific ESRS 

• Potential additional entity 

specific information 

Sustainability statement

Analysis of the development and performance of 

the undertaking’s business and its position 

The undertaking’s likely future developments 

Description of the principal risks and uncertainties

Corporate governance statement

Management report



Deconstructing an ESRS disclosure requirement
Example: S1-13 Training and skills development metrics

Requirement

Objective

Disclosure title

Datapoints

What the disclosure 

shall cover



Providing strategic context to the disclosure requirement
Example: S-13 Training and skills development metrics for a shipping company

Developing our people is essential to maintaining our strong operating and 

safety performance and to realising SHIPCO’s decarbonisation strategy, 

which relies on introducing new vessels and technologies that personnel must be 

trained on to operate. 

Education and training are a regular part of everyday life on board our ships. New 

employees are equipped with courses before they embark on their first offshore 

rotation. We continually train our people in relation to the type of ship and job to 

be performed. Personal development and training for the next natural position is 

an ongoing process at SHIPCO and entails special skills, courses, and training 

for new vessels and technologies entering our fleet. 

Narrative link to strategy1

Narrative description

Data (compliance)
% of employees participating in regular performance and career development reviews 100%

- Male 100%

- Female 100%

Average number of training hours per employee 37.5

- Male 45

- Female 30

+ Additional training data beyond the disclosure requirement that supports 

SHIPCO’s strategic narrative

2

3

Connecting ESRS disclosures to the equity story



Datapoints derived from

other EU legislation (SFDR)

• Companies must also provide an extensive table 

for PAIs

• It is required to include a table of all 

datapoints derived from other EU legislation (ESRS 

2, Appendix B) indicating:

• Where they can be found in the 

sustainability statement

• Including which have been assessed as 

“not material” and stating that this is the case

This supports compliance of financial 

market participants, benchmarks 

administrators and financial institutions with 

their own SFDR disclosures

ESRS 1 and ESRS 2, Disclosure requirement IRO-2



Key takeaways for IR

IR plays a vital role in preparing the company for ESRS

Gatekeeper to users of sustainability statements

Annual reporting must incorporate the sustainability statement

ESRS is not just a compliance exercise, but an opportunity to develop 

sustainable business models and advance the equity story



Turn data into actionable insights with the 

Position Green ESG100 Benchmark

Compare your results against 

your peers and the market to keep 

track of how they are evolving

Understand your company's ESG 

performance

Scan to learn more
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